Jet Noise Reports: May-June 2020
San Juan County and Other Impacted Areas
Since late 2019, residents of nearby counties have been submitting
noise reports to the San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting
Website. The number of such reports has been increasing. This
report provides data broken out by reports generated inside San
Juan County and outside.

Sample of the comments submitted by residents of our region regarding Jet noise:
➢ S Lopez, 4 June 2020, Thur: 3 pm - 5:37 pm. Flyovers 75 - 80 decibels inside. This would equate to 85 - 90 decibels (A scale)
outside - OR - 95 - 100 decibels on the C scale. C scale is what shakes our homes and our bodies with low vibration.
➢ I live in the Fort Worden area of Port Townsend. The fly over that just occurred, at 1:12 pm, is the loudest, most ear
shattering shaking and rumbling that I have experienced since moving here 4 years ago. This type of activity cannot be
necessary.
➢ Sleep delayed last night in Anacortes due to Navy, up to hospital in middle of night because of my job- back home and
sleeping by 3:30 am, up early to work in OAK HARBOR and the Growler racket starts right up to exacerbate my headache
from no sleep.
➢ Interrupted kids school lessons. house shaking and can't hear computer lessons for coronovirus home schooling.
More comments begin on page 9. They tell the human story. Please read them.
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INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Monthly Comparisons
Annual Comparisons
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports of Noise by Time of Day
Reports by Day of the Week
Maps of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County
Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use this noise
reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the wider region.
This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/
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Jet Noise Reports by Location
January 2019 through June 2020
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Jet Noise Reports
Total of All Locations
January 2019 through June 2020
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Jet Noise Reports
2015-2019 and First Half of 2020
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Type of Jet Noise
San Juan County
May and June 2020
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Noise Reports by Hour of the Day
San Juan County
May and June 2020
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Noise by Day of the Week
San Juan County
May and June 2020
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This picture of the Aircraft Noise Reporting Map includes
the larger region. People outside of San Juan County have
only recently had access to the noise reporting website.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the reproduction
of the multi-colored dots, which signify noise reports,
minimizes the apparent number of reports since the dots
overlay other dots. This map represents reports since
August, 2019, over 4990 reports.
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Comments Submitted with May and June 2020 Reports
NOTES:

S Lopez, 16 June 2020, Tue: It begins AGAIN! 8:20am - 9:07am. ROARING.
The rest of the day was relatively quiet.

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB. To illustrate the dB reports, some of
them are listed first.

"S LOPEZ, 18 JUNE 2020, Wed: 4:22pm - HUGE SCREAMING BLAST 71.9
decibels inside.

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted.
S Lopez, 1June 2020, Mon: 70.8 decibels in the house. 80+ decibels
outside. Very loud. This will be gardening with Bose noise canceling
headphones.

83.9 outside on A scale. 93 decibels on C scale. Everything shaking ! ! !"
"S Lopez, 2 June 2020, Tue: 8:45am - 9 am - HUGE ROARS CONTINUING TO
9:30AM. 9:03am 72.6 decibels, 9:24am 66.8 decibels, 9:28am 70.6 dec.
These are inside measurements on the A scale. Outside would be 10 dec.
higher. On the C scale 10 MORE dec."
S Lopez, 2 June 2020, Tue: 9pm - 11pm. Steady roars. Finally quiet at 11pm.

S Lopex, 6 June 2020, Saturday: 11:32am, Overflight.
S Lopez, 10 June 2020, Wed: 8:30am - The first BLAST. More to follow9:30am, 9:53am, 10:55 - 12 noon. Continuing at 2:22 and 2:23pm. No
FCLP's scheduled. Supposedly these are just comings and goings - disrupting
our days at home.
S Lopez, 11 June 2020, Thur: 9:02am, 9:05am DEEP ROARS 78 - 85 decibels
followed by more Huge and then periodic ROARS UNTIL 1:53pm and then
MORE from 6pm - 6:30pm. INSANE.
S Lopez, 15 June 2020, Mon: No FCLP's sched. at Ault. But, for Lopez, a
extremely noisy day. 8 am - 11:52am - ROARING, BLASTING, house shaking,
windows and body shaking - 70 - 84.2 decibels. Continued from 2:35pm 9:27pm - 12 hour day of noise.

S Lopez, 24 June 2020, Wed: 78.9 decibels Overflight.
S Lopez, 29 June 2020, Mon: ROARING at 10 pm. Growlers need to fly in
isolated zones - away from homes and places where quiet recreation and
living happens. San Juan Co, and our region has designated as a Navy War
Training Zone - a throw away.
S Lopez, 29 June 2020, Mon: 11:25 Overflight, 4pm - 4:20pm Constant
RUMBLE, 5:17pm - 70.9 decibels, 5:17pm - 70.5 decibels

S Lopez, 4 June 2020, Thur: 3 pm - 5:37 pm. Flyovers 75 - 80 decibels inside.
This would equate to 85 - 90 decibels (A scale) outside - OR - 95 - 100
decibels on the C scale. C scale is what shakes our homes and our bodies
with low vibration
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S LOPEZ, 5 June 2020, Fri: 2:45pm ROARING AGAIN!!!
S Lopez, 5 June 2020, Fri: 9:07am TREMENDOUS ROARS AT 9:13, 9:24, 9:32,
9:50, 10:13, 10:32am, 11:55am - 12 15pm - Ghastly, deafening. This is
Larsen and Murray torturing civilians. Screaming Growlers - shaking
everything - AGAIN & AGAIN & AGAIN.
S Lopez, 7 June 2020, Sunday: 9:01am 81.8 decibels inside the house.
S Lopez, 9 June 2020, Tue: ALL DAY NOISE! 8:57am - 10:30pm. Twelve house
of hideous noise with just a few breaks. Completely CRAZY MAKING. These
are the days I wish Larsen and Murray would be forced to listen to this in
their homes. It's torture.
Roaring and rumbling jets. Painful to inner ear, deeply disquieting and
unsettling. This noise overall all meaningful sounds in the environment. The
roaring jets cause stress and dread. That this noise is allowed in Washington
State is shameful.

Wanted to take a short walk outside this Friday evening, May 1. Outside a
few minutes and BOOM and BLAST a vibrating roll of jet noise covered
everything. On and on it went. No escaping from it.
Roaring jet noise and vibration. Horrible, dreadful noise. Unsettling and
disturbing, creating adverse affects to the central nervous system. This is
not healthy. This is terrible public policy. STOP JET NOISE FROM GROWLERS
IN SALISH SEA.
S. Lopez, 5/2/2020, 10am - 10 - 37am: Giant ROARS ON A SATURDAY. 75 80 decibels.
Extremely loud jet noise... it's just going ON AND ON AND ON... massive
headache and nausea from it. Earplugs aren't able to mitigate the feeling of
my brain being torn open from this relentless loud howling awful sound.
Disturbed my dinner!
8:53am, Rumbling roar and vibration.

May 1. 1:45pm. Jet noise fills the sky. How many jets are up there? Making
enough noise to drown out all other sounds. TOO LOUD!

A lot of flyover type noise

F*** the jets

Every time there is a noise report, the actual noise lasts for several minutes.
So there has been continuous noise, even though reports are spaced out

2 jets right over the house, not the first time today and wont be the last.
F*** the jets

F*** the jets

"Growlers flying night and day last 24 hours. At approximately 5:30 PM the
vibration from a growler knocked art work from my wall to the floor.

Growlers above, Gray whales below. The grays just departed the area.

Noise today was the worst I have experienced in 8 years."

Jet roaring above after the rumbling vibration of what I assume was the
take-off.

Outside of Forks, WA SO LOUD the last 3 nights. shakes the house. scares
the dog. forces us to run inside to hide but still rumbling. tonight 6:30.

HUGE ROARING JET over South Lopez 8:57am.

Direct flyover - with also deep rumble from engine noise in the distance
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South Lopez, Monday 5/4/2020, 8:30am - 9am: Nothing scheduled but we
hear EVERTHING that lands or takes off from Ault. 70 - 80 decibels
TERRIBLE ROARING JET NOISE.
10:10am, May 4. We are experiencing steady jet roaring and rumbling. It is
disruptive because it is like the sound and feel of heavy trucks going up our
driveway, causing us to be distracted by looking out the window or
otherwise feeling interrupted.
10:14, May 4. LOUD jet roaring above us. South Lopez.

Going on and on
Loud Growlers about 10:55am. Hard to work from home with low rumbling.
Not pleasant to be outside. Frequent flights thru am and pm. Infuriating to
be so helpless against this intrusion in my life.
"website not working.
From 300 False Bay Dr.

10:33am May 4. LOUD jet overhead. Roaring and Roaring. South Lopez.

Absolutely AWFUL today. Vibrations through the floor, and my water bottle
is vibrating to the point I can see water moving in the bottle.

10:34am. At the same time as a JET is ROARING over us, we are either
experiencing an earthquake or it is the rumbling vibration from Whidbey
that we suffer from. The house is shuddering. Navy abuse.

12:23pm, May 4. This rumbling jet noise vibration, right now, is particularly
deep and unsettling. It is a jagged, deep roar, felt in my feet (from the floor)
and bones. South Lopez.

Direct overfly

12:31 May 4. Another rumble and roar.

Growlers flying way too low and close to the island.

12:45pm. Just got slammed by another vibrating roar from Whidbey. A
unnerving day.

May 4 10:59am. ANOTHER rumbling Roar. South Lopez. I can't record all of
them, but I am trying to. It is just about CONSTANT NOISE and RUMBLING.
I feel it in the floor of my home.

Continual engine noise......

May 4, 10:46am. Growler is SCREAMING over us. Mud Bay, Lopez. Now it is
roaring. Fade, then a HUGE DEEP ROAR. This is ABUSE by the NAVY!
Legislators are you listening? Still roaring. Still roaring. Still Roaring. Still
Roaring. Roaring continues

has been going on for 20 minutes

11:55am, May 4. Rumbling and vibrating again. Jet noise and intrusion
from NASWI. South Lopez.
Constant unending assault

Dreadful roaring. Hard to describe. Causes feelings of sudden nausea. Feels
like sustained sonic boom. Truly dreadful.

"I have been hearing growlers most days for the past week, or a bit more.
Sometimes Rumble, sometime Rumble and Vibration.
The location map will not let me enter my location manually, and complains
about not being able to find my location."

Direct flyover
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May 4, 12:18pm. MORE Rumbling Vibrating jet roar slams our home. As I
said earlier I cannot record everything because then it would be constant
data entry. But right now the roaring is tremendous!

F*** the jets

May 4, 12:34pm. Another rumble and roar......... Now a jet roaring
overhead.

"This has been nonstop all day and is ridiculous. You're ruining one of the
quietest and most beautiful parts of the country with this noise pollution.

May 4, 12:50pm. South Lopez. Now we have a jet roaring around in the
skies. A loopy growling roar, probably magnified by echos of the hills and
water. It is disturbing and annoying.

2:49pm May 14. MORE jet roaring. ALL DAY!!!!!!

Noise today is dreadful. If a neighbor made a fraction of this noise,
authorities would be summoned, noise restrictions would be enforced. Jet
noise overwhelms all other sound. The noise is horrible, unsettling,
disturbing and inescapable.FOR SHAME.
S Lopez, 5/4/2020, 12:45pm: More BLASTING. Can anyone understand the
impacts of HUGE erratic NOISES without the experience of shaking bodies
and homes, moving pictures on the wall - sending us to the Bose
headphones. Navy dominance over citizens.
S Lopez, Mon 5/4/2020, 12:30pm: HUGE JARRING ROAR. 85 decibels from
Ault Field on Whidbey.
1:31pm. May 4. This is turning into ALL DAY JET NOISE. Right now, rumbling
vibrating jet noise through my home.
1:45pm. May 4. A very long rolling thunderous rumble is shuddering
through our home. Is this necessary? Do we have to pay for flying these
jets around every day? What is the purpose? Why is training needed every
day?
Constant thunder and roar today. Rattling house and body. Added stress to
that of a global pandemic.
F*** the jets

F*** the jets

Another day of loud and rude messages from the navy. It's bad enough
being cooped up but now we have the constant reminder the navy doesn't
care.
F*** the jets
3:34pm, May 4. The rumbling of jets continues. Loud rumble and vibration
from Whidbey.
EA18Gs disrupting patient care at Skagit Regional Clinics- 3rd floor (top
floor- no ouside windows here,( sound drowning out HVAC, ambient office
noises and some attempts at patient communication - virtual visits. Awful
noises.
4:52pm. May 4. Outside for some yard work and had to endure at least 4
blasts of jet roaring from Whidbey. Lost count. Came in because I was so
disgusted. South Lopez.
5:04pm. May 4. South Lopez. A HUGE Roar from NASWI. It took over our
home. And now here is another one. The air is vibrating.
5:06pm. May 4. Third in a row of thundering roaring vibrations of jet noise.
South Lopez.
5:07pm, May 4. ANOTHER ROARING VIBRATION. CONSTANT THUNDER.
5:08PM, MAY 4. NOW WE ARE GETTING BLASTED AND BOMBED EVERY
MINUTE!
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5:11pm. May 4. Now we are getting loud jets flying around in the skies.
Very noisy and irritating.
Constant repeated deep rumbling and shaking windows.

8:42am. ANOTHER rumbling ROAR. I have a full day of Zoom conferencing
ahead and it sounds as if it will be difficult to carry through because of this
noise disruption. The Navy is abusing us with its terror.

"Enough already! This has been going on all day! The Navy is ruining this
region!

8:55am. Here we go again. ANOTHER roaring rumble from NASWI. I am
now wearing noise cancelling headphones as I review work files, but I can
still hear and FEEL the rumbling and roaring.

S Lopez, 5/4/2020, Mon, 5pm: HUGE ROARS - everything shaking AGAIN! 75
- 80 DECIBELS

Another morning of loud rumbling. Hope it doesn’t go on all day again. Just
can’t get used to it.

WOW! Incredibly loud, house is shuttering

"Extremely upsetting.

FCLP this evening is horrible, low-frequency acoustic energy emissions are
awful, vibrating walls, windows, floors. Energy waves pound our chests,
conversation is impossible.

I have heard the noise at approximately half hour intervals this am so far.

S LOPEZ, Mon 5/4/2020, 8 - 8:30pm: Today's Noise started at 8:30am - now
it is FINALLY over. Today: 12 hours of intermittent BLASTING and ROARING.
Our military has created a WAR TRAINING ZONE over our homes. Why is
this legal?
Roar, rumble, vibration, television volume needed to be twice as high as
normal. House (building) insulation is Not effective in dampening this
intense, high-volume, low-frequency noise
Starting already- to rattle our brains while we are trying to take care of
patients at work in a medical clinic. Sounds of warfare, threatening,
aggressive, anxiety provoking sounds.

"Roaring jet noise. PAINFUL TO INNER EAR. This is a terrible form of
pollution, insidious and destructive. TERRIBLE NOISE. Overwhelms ALL other
sound, inside and outside. PAINFUL and nerve wracking.
S Lopez, Tue, 5/5/2020, 8:25am - 9:57am: No FCLP's scheduled - but we
have GIANT ROARING AND SCREAMING overhead all from Ault Field - 12
miles away.78.3 -82 .1 decibels. Military torture.
STOP TORTURING US ON LOPEZ ILGET THOSE DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF
OUR SKIES!!! ROARING OVER AND OVER AGAIN SO LOUD THAT THEY SET
MY EARS TO RINGING...WITH ALL MY DOORS AND WINDOWS SHUT TIGHT!!
ST
this is terrible and an act of blatant terror to the very people this war
machine is saying they protect.

8:25am. Huge jet roar rumbled through our home at 8:25am this morning.
Another day of Navy abuse?

Woke me ip. F*** the jets

8:39am. Another rumbling roar shudders through our home.

9:10am, May 5. South Lopez. The rumbling that started at the 8 o'clock
hour this morning continues. At this moment, the rumbling is intense.
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9:26am, May 5. The roaring and rumbling continues from NASWI. South
Lopez.
9:32am. May 5. This is a prolonged rumble. It is just not stopping! The
vibrations are deep and last and last and last. This is abuse.
9:41am, May 5. Can't report all the rumbling noise incidents because I am
busy on other things that require concentration, but when I can I will report.
NOW we are enduring ANOTHER rumbling blast of vibrating noise. Engine
run-ups? Take-offs?
9:47am May 5. The rumbling continues. Another loud rumble now.
9:48am. May 5. ANOTHER blast. Just about one after another.
9:53am May 5. The rumbling and roaring is incessant! I have nowhere else
to go. My home is my office. And I cannot hear what I am doing while all
this noise is enveloping my home. The Navy is crippling my work.
anxiety inducing . This seems cruel given the pandemic. Hope you can do it
in short sessions rather than prolonged.
Constant disruptive emanations from whidbey naval base over the past
jours
CRAZY LOUD AGAIN!!!!!
DREADFUL INESCAPABLE JET NOISE. STOP ALLOWING THIS TERRIBLE,
DESTRUCTIVE FORM OF POLLUTION. IT IS HARMFUL TO ALL LIVING THINGS.
House-shaking roars from NAS Whidbey, ongoing since 8:40 AM. On top of
the Covid-19 crisis, this is unbearable.

It's been at least seven times this morning. This horrible rumble and the
windows shaking. My kids are begging me to make it stop, and I've
promised them I'll try. You are horrible people for prioritizing this. We can't
get away from the noise. STOP.
noise also causes our dog to bark every-time there is the noise from over
head jets
unreal vibrations and sounds
Very loud this morning. Stopped the birds from singing, and the noise is
interrupting my work. I need to think. It's hard to focus with that horrible
jaw-aching rumble.
10:02am. May 5. Another excessive rolling thundering jet blast hits our
home. Fills the air. Invades our home. The Navy is in my estimation an
organization that is isolated to its own mission and legislators are DEAF.
10:08am May 5. ANOTHER roaring vibrating wall of jet noise hits us. This is
insanity. The Navy is a terrorist organization, terrorizing us with incessant
jet noise and blasts of thunder. And for what? This is not right.
10:37am, May 5. Very clearly hearing and feeling the rumble of growler
taking off. The explosion of take-off and the ascent into the sky, as if it is
aiming toward us. Long roar.
Extremely loud rumbling roar from the SE relative to my property. This has
been going on intermittently for days. Loud enough to be painful when I am
outdoors.
This is really troubling today. It's super loud, vibrations felt through the
floor. Working from home is a challenge.

interrupted kids school lessons. house shaking and can't hear computer
lessons for coronovirus home schooling
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11:05am, May 5. VERY LOUD jet over us. TOO LOUD! Mud Bay, Lopez.

FCLP Coupeville, noise pollution is so unpleasant.

Disrupting concentration at work. The sound quality of prowlers was like
wind chimes compared to these things.

F*** the jets

Past two hours cannot think because of noise
Roaring jets overhead. Growlers roaring in the distance. The noise and
vibration are deeply disturbing. The overhead noise disorienting, horrible.
Why are these jets taking low slow flights over Lopez Island now? This is
absurd. Once again the jets have been going all morning.
12:28pm. The skies are absolutely roaring with Jet noise. South Lopez.
Another low, slow and extremely loud flyby over Lopez Island. Stay away!
Direct flyover
Disruption of activities by jet fly over.
3:56pm 4/5. Very loud deep roar in the sky, a jet just south of us I think, but
it distracted me from my work since at first I thought it was a very big truck
coming up our driveway. It takes me several seconds to say no it's a damn
Growler again.
Much of the day, roaring jet noise. Early afternoon, jet screaming overhead.
4:43pm. Jets flying all over the place it seems. There is jet noise in the sky
from all sides! It is drowning out everything else. GO AWAY!
Planes flying over the San Juan islands directly over houses
Very long, low flyover

Ridiculously loud. During stay at home order by the governor we are unable
to escape this audible assault from the navy.
Engines starting up for the day....
9:29am. ANOTHER loud growler screaming over my home. Now there is a
loud roar, deep and long roar. Still roaring. South Lopez. Still roaring
9:30am.
9:34am. May 7. What is this, a Parade of growlers? This is the THIRD
screaming growler over us. Loud scream, then roar as it moves along. Or is
it one growler going in circles? GO AWAY!
9:37am, May 7. Yes, it is a parade. Now we are experiencing the FOURTH
growler screaming over us. South Lopez.
9:45am, May 7. Now ANOTHER shrieking screaming, now roaring Growler
overhead. TOO LOUD. GO AWAY!
9:52am. LOUD Growler roaring over South Lopez.
Several lengthy loud flyovers
Very Loud growler overhead. South Lopez.
Very loud, low flyover
10:03am. We continue to endure roaring flyovers of Growlers. South
Lopez.

woke my 5 month old up. F*** the jets

S. Lopez, Thur 5/7/2020, 9:23am - 10:03am: Steady overflights - shaking
everything. . . over and over and over again. 78.6 decibels

10:00 very big jet roar noise. South Lopez.

Very very loud flyover
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11:22am. very loud roaring in the skies. I was outside and thought it was
thunder. Odd on a clear day. But as usual, the noise distracted me until I
figured it was Growler noise. Annoyed and disturbed.

Flyover

Extremely loud navy jet noise while I am sheltering in place at home.
Causing severe migraines and anxiety.

Flyover noise

12:11pm. Jet noise to the south of us. Very loud and fills the air. Lopez.

S Lopez, Fri 5/8/2020, 8:02am - 10:30am: 2.5 hours of LOUD DISRUPTING
ROARS. Another giant BLAST at 12:55PM. I would feel differently about
the noise if the Navy did not have other remote places to train - BUT THEY
DO. WHY IS THIS LEGAL?

12:18pm. More rumbling jet noise. Is it going to let up????
12:40pm. May 7. Jet noise in the skies. Constant rumbling.
12:43pm. When I am inside and the dishwasher is going and I am listening
to music AND I AM STILL DISRUPTED BY JET ROARING, that means the jet
noise is unacceptable. It is too loud. The growler jets are the wrong jets.
Please stop the audible assault during the stay at home order. It's
unbearable.
Same howling screeching nauseating rumble as always. Once it begins, so
do the headaches. Earplugs don't help. I made so many sacrifices to move
here for my health. I hate these airplanes. They ruin everything I moved
here for.
The jet noise combined with the shelter in place is extremely stressful. The
navy is the worst neighbor ever. My well water is also poisoned. My
severely disabled daughter is suffering even more due to the extreme noise
from the jets.

Long lasting blasts of noise

11:01am. A big BOOM in the skies. Jet roaring.

Single growler flying roughly sw to ne direction.
1:34pm. VERY loud jet roaring in the sky. A deep rumbling roar. Over
South Lopez.
1:48pm. Sitting outside during a work break and the air is filled with a jet
roaring south of us. The deep threatening noise of a Growler.
I live in the Fort Worden area of Port Townsend. The fly over that just
occurred, at 1:12 pm, is the loudest, most ear shattering shaking and
rumbling that I have experienced since moving here 4 years ago. This type
of activity cannot be necessary.
Fkyovers
10:55am Loud jet noise. Sounds like a roar of take off, and then the jet
climbing toward the southwest. South Lopez.

Tinny roaring, to 75+ db inside our medical clinic. Very disruptive. We are
right next to a school.

11:05am South Lopez. A lotta jet noise in the sky. Deep roaring of the
Growler.

Constant nouse

11:10am. South Lopez. Another roar and jet noise to the south of us. Noisy
skies.

Deep rumble and vibration from one source and flyover noise also
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12:18. TV on, laundry on, and there is still a roaring of jet noise in our home
above it all.
1:32pm. Loud jet roar and then more jet noise in the air. South end, Lopez.
1:38pm. Does this jet noise ever end? Jet noise in the skies right now. Very
loud deep roaring.
4:31. Loud growler jet takeoff - we can hear it - followed by the jet roar in
the air. Sounds like it is going southwest. South Lopez. Noise is very
annoying.

10:04, May 12. There is jet roaring EVERYWHERE. The noise fills the skies.
There is no way to get away from it. Roaring, thunderous, noise rolling
around everywhere. Every jet must be in the skies. This is abuse.
10:11am, May 12. EXCESSIVE JET NOISE this morning. Blasting off from
NASWI, roaring in the skies above us. IS THIS NECESSARY? What is your
mission? TERROR, by any chance? Giving little boys a chance to fly a big
plane? ANGRY.
10:13am, May 12. ANOTHER BLAST OFF. How am I supposed to get any
work done when it feels like a war zone around here?

F*** the jets

10:14am. May 12 ANOTHER JET ROARING BLAST FROM WHIDBEY.

8:50am. A huge rumble just shook through the house. Typical jet roaring
from Whidbey. Disgusting.

10:34AM. loud jet OVERHEAD. Roaring and roaring still. South Lopez.

Horrible rumble ruined walk on quiet morning

10:36am, May 12. Same jet overhead it seems. Circling over us? Roaring
EVERYWHERE.

9:21am May 12. Tremendous rumbling vibration - a wall of jet noise - hits
our home. I hear some creaking in the walls. I guess, according to Mr
Larsen, that it is OK for the Navy to inflict this damage on us.

2 growlers, low. They had a choice: over the strait or low over a populated
area. They chose the latter. Again, a middle finger to civilians.
"Actually it's not every five minutes, it's every two or three minutes.

9:22am, May 12. AGAIN. Another rumbling thunder slams into us. Is this
called protecting the citizens?
9:34am May 12. What is going on? Is every jet taking off at once. The
house is shuddering with all the jet roaring. It goes on and on and on right
now. The Navy projects its own brand of terror and is not to be trusted.
Noise louder and of more prolonged duration than usual
Tinny roaring- like scraping sounds, moderately loud and vaguely
shaking/vibrating the floor of our medical clinic. So very unpleasant.
Makes the workday difficult, harms concentration.

GO. HOME."
Again. All day. I'd have to stop what I'm doing every five or ten minutes to
report every incidence.
"Get your damn Growler Jets OUT OF LOPEZ SKIES !! YOU HAVE NO RIGHT
TO TREAT US ON LOPEZ ISLAND AS YOUR PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!!
LEAVE US ALONE WITHOUT THE HEADACHES AND RINGING EARS YOU
INFLICT UPON US WITH YOUR BLATANT DISREGARD FOR OUR HEALTH!!
It's all day long on Tuesdays. My only day off, my only opportunity to get
outside in the garden. Too bad it's ruined by these horrible jets. Go home.
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11:06am, May 12. ANOTHER Vibrating rolling thunder of noise from
Whidbey. They are aiming their blasters right at us.
11:11am, May 12. They blast us with jet take-offs, and then blast us again
with the jet roaring over and around us. Right now. This morning has been
terrible. I have a headache.
S Lopez, Tue 5/12/2020, 10:10am - 12:30pm: No FCLP's sched for OLF or
Ault - and yet - 2.5 hours of steady roaring in the 70 - 75 dec range. So what
are they doing that could not be done somewhere else? . . . And not over
our homes.
Three jets, over our houses.
2:33pm, May 12. Screaming and roaring Growler over south end of Lopez.
2:37pm. 5/12. ANOTHER loud jet roaring over south Lopez.

5:18pm. May 12. Sitting out on deck disrupted by incredible impact of a
huge jet blast and vibrating rumble from Whidbey. We may as well have
been sitting on the runway at SeaTac as a jet takes off.
S Lopez, Tue, 5/12/2020, 5:20pm: 70.3 decibels - Is this the beginning of a
hideous noise night or just a one off? Living in a War Training Zone means
you never know when the next explosion is coming. Does that sound
healthy or even legal?
8:45pm. Outside walking after a day filled with jet noise. It was quiet UNTIL
A BIG BLAST OF JET NOISE from Whidbey. Why?
9:24PM. May 12. LOUD JET overhead. Mud Bay, LOPEZ. WHY A LOUD JET
AT THIS HOUR????
Audible to teleconference participants.

2:47pm, May 12. ANOTHER roaring jet over South Lopez.

Come on!!! This type of noise is completely unacceptable!! Where are the
policy makers who can STOP THIS NOW?!

Inside my home, thundering sound stopping me in my tracks.

Looks like another noisy day from our inconsiderate neighbors to the south.

LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD!

10:44am. May 13. Screaming Growler over my home. Blots out the
conference call I am on. SCREAMING!!!!! Mud Bay, Lopez.

Two Growlers
3:38pm, 5/12. Excessive BOOMING & ROARING from Whidbey, followed
now by noise from a jet roaring toward us. This place should be called WAR
ZONE COUNTY because that is what it sounds like and feels like. I can't
imagine why tourists come here.
3:44pm. The roaring above us continues. It sounds as if a jet is circling us.
The noise is multi-directional. South Lopez.
In the midst of continuous long lasting engine noise
5:10pm May 12. Huge jet rumble and roar from Whidbey.

10:45am, May 13. What are we, a Landing strip for growlers? ANOTHER
shrieking, screaming Growler overhead. Sounds like it wants to land on my
roof. Disrupting my conference call. Mud Bay, Lopez.
So annoying!
11:03am. May 13. South Lopez. Loud jet overhead. Roaring.
11:07am. May 13. ANOTHER loud jet roaring over South Lopez.
11:51am, May 13. ANOTHER roaring jet over us. And it has a long roar. Still
going, still roaring. It is now 11:52...still roaring. Unlike commercial planes
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which fly over and disappear, the Growler jet has a ROAR that
continues...11:53am....

The low-frequency component of the USN noise pollution was particularly
unsettling.

Louder than usual. Disrupted my work.

10:38am, May 14. TWO LOW-FLYING GROWLERS OVER MUD BAY, LOPEZ.
FIRST SHRIEKING, THEN ROARING, AND STILL ROARING. HEADING
NORTHEAST. STILL ROARING. Why is it necessary for 2 growlers to fly low
over my home?

2:27pm, May 13. Incredible roaring from Growler roaming through the
skies. Very loud and echoing. South Lopez.
2:51pm. May 13. Heavy jet noise South end of Lopez.
2:56pm. May 13. ANOTHER roaring jet. Different one or is it going in
circles? The jet noise is everywhere. South end of Lopez.
S Lopez, Wed 5/13/2020: 9:58am 68.2 dec - deep rumble, 11:30am 12:30pm - Strange constant roaring. 2:30pm 84.3 decibel overflight.
3:02pm. May 13. A sudden big jet blast. BOOM! Followed by a long roar.
3:06pm, May 13. Huge rumble and roar from Whidbey. A big shuddering
wall of jet noise. South Lopez.

10:43am. May 14. Growler overhead, Mud Bay, South Lopez, a Scream like
the sky ripping apart. Growler angled toward Whidbey. HUGE deafening
roar, still roaring. Is this necessary? What are we protecting?
Excruciatingly loud. Are they bombarding us on purpose for complaining
perhaps? This was one of the loudest blasts we have ever had in 22 years.
Ears damaged for sure
In the middle of sustained noise
In the midst of very loud, sustained growler activity

3:30pm. May 13. Huge rumble and vibrating wall of jet noise from
Whidbey.

Roaring jets overhead. Noise is painful to inner ear and horrible in general.

Home early from work in the hospital to what should be peace, but noawful sinister thunder echoing all over the sky with bouts of very loud noise
from Warcraft, rumbling and deeply shaking my home and my bones. This
is abuse. Anacortes

Multiple direct flyovers

Jets roaring overhead. Causes a weird physical sensation, like being shaken.
Horrible.
Sinister deep thunder far to the South- makes one uneasy here but I know
the Navy is torturing Coupeville now. You can hear the growlers all the way
in Anacortes near the ferry. Torture is the only word for it.

Disruptive

S Lopez, Th 5/14/2020, 9:35am -- 11:40 am 75 - 80 dec. Plus . . . . a hideous
LOUD Explosive BLAST at 10:43pm - woke up everyone in our home. We
know that Growlers can land quietly. Why don't they do that at night? !!!!!
Continues growler noise
I have no idea what the hell I am talking about and these noise reports are
all mostly fake.
9:32am, May 15. Very loud jet roar over South Lopez.
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11:33am, May 15. South Lopez. Very loud roaring in the skies, as if there is
a constant thunderstorm.

Please stop this nonsense! How much money does it cost for one of these
'practice' runs? Meanwhile the State of WA is bleeding out money.

12:43pm, MAY 15. Steady roar of jet noise. South Lopez.

South Lopez. There are clouds so I cannot see what is up there, but it is
LOUD and roaring and it has all the characteristics of a Growler: deep
persistent and throbbing roar. Long roar. Followed by another roar. Not at
all like a commercial plane.

1:53pm. Loud jet noise in the sky, all around. South Lopez
2>08pm, May 15. Cousins Rd, Lopez. Low flying, very large, 4 propeller
plane, heading south. Slow moving. Deafening roar. Quite low.
3:45pm. May 15. Lopez Center Church. Peace disturbed by roaring jet (one
or more) to the south. Very rumbly, deep and loud.

Trying to relax with a walk in the park but not to be as very loud aircraft
gave way to at least an hour of exploding thunder sounds from Whidbey.
Disquieting and ruinous to lo peace with exercise after hard work week.
Navy abuse ongoing.

S Lopez, Fri 5/15/2020, 9:30am - 5pm: One of the most hideous noise day in
a long time. 7.5 hours of almost constant noise. This is the Navy
TORTURING it's neighbors.

Really? Engine noise at midnight?

So much noise and vibration is is rattling things in our house and coming
S Lopez, Sat 5/16/2020: 10:03 am - 72.8 decibels, 11:30am MORE
GROWLING. Now we do not even have quiet Saturdays.
Saturday, May 16, 11:30. Extremely loud roaring,sending pulsating noise
waves. On and on. Sounded like a jet taking off, then roaring , maybe
west? Cloudy, cannot see, but the noise continues. Still roaring. Still
roaring. Drowns out conversation.
Saturday, May 16. 1:31pm. HUGE Roar and rumble and vibrating waves of
noise from Whidbey.
South Lopez. 2:52pm. SATURDAY. Roaring jet overhead.
Humans are hard wired to feel deep unease with sounds of earthquake,
landslide, explosions. It is in our DNA- problem is this is exactly the sounds
of Growlers at any distance if one is lucky enough they are not right
overhead. Awful.

F*** the jets
Through the roof, no windows, over the ambient noise, HVAC, computers,
refrigerator, all these other sounds- JETS overhead, disrupting our clinic
Noise too loud to hear tv
Awoke me from a dead sleep. Very loud above my house.
F*** the jets
9:42am, May 19. Big loud rumbling in the sky. Thought I might enjoy a
break with coffee in the garden, but noise chases me inside. South Lopez.
"Metallic roaring beginning for the day- rattling the brains and making
thoughts at work much harder. It is such an aggrivating sound quality that
lingers and lasts and waxes and wanes. So different and far worse than the
Prowler sounds.
S Lopez, Tue 5/19/2020: 9:39 am 70.3 dec., 9:40am 68.2 dec.
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Until now, 9:10 pm, time for bed, a perfectly peaceful evening is despoiled
by the distant creepy thunder of navy F-18s from Whidbey. Near nightly
abuse and excruciatingly loud for those farther south. No regards for any
civilian health.
11:14am. South Lopez. A very loud jet overhead. Sounds like a Growler
because of deep long roar, but I am inside on a conference call and can't
look.
Too loud to hear tv
12:06pm. AGAIN, a loud jet overhead. I am still on my conference call so I
cannot identify it by sight, but the roaring is extremely characteristic of a
Growler, or two. I was distracted from the conversation on the call.
We were birdwatching in the dike areas at the North Fork of Skagit estuary
when approximately 8 planes flew by three times during a 45 minute
period. They were making a loop and approached from the SE to NW. It was
painfully loud and rumbled.
3:38pm. South Lopez. CONSTANT thunder from Whidbey. Excessive
rumbling roaring that is very loud and threatening. Is this how folks feel
when their country is being bombed? The NOISE!!!!
5:04pm. May 19. Walking outside after a hard day at work. And the roaring
in the skies fro NASWI is LOUD. South Lopez.
5:17pm. May 19. Just trying to get some fresh air and exercise by walking
outside and the air is FILLED with a big roar of jet noise. South Lopez.
5:22pm, May 19. Carrying on with my walk because I desperately need the
fresh air and exercise after a tough work day, and there is nothing but LOUD
JET NOISE in the skies. It is like walking where a nearby city is under attack.
South Lopez.

5:38pm, May 19. Extremely LOUD jet roaring, like rolling thunder. South
Lopez.
5:38pm. South Lopez. May 19. There is no peace here. There are jets rolling
around South Lopez. Thunder in the skies.
Had finger in my ear while driving as 3 growlers swept over the highway few
hundred feet off the ground, banked hard then came around to do it again
(and again and again) right over the busy road. Crash risk. Hearing damage
risk.
Really, after 9 PM?
F*** the jets
1:28pm, May 20. Very loud jet over south Lopez.
F*** the jets
S Lopez, Wed 5/20/2020; 1:30PM overflight, 8:26pm 73.7 dec
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
8:35pm. May 20. LOUD jet roar, deep and percussive. Long Long Long roar.
South Lopez.
8:42pm, May 20, South Lopez. A huge roar, like a Growler take-off, then a
roaring across the sky. Very loud. What if kids were being put to bed. We
ask them to go to sleep to that abusive roaring?
Loud jet this evening, suddenly. Big noise in our home. 8:28pm. Southend
of Lopez.
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Pristine skies, clean air, quiet eveings - the perfect place for a sound dump
and place to stink up our air by the navy... Way to go. DIrectly over Lopez
again a pair apparently lost again. And again they keep flying all evening
Some episodic big far south roars echoing all the way up To Anacortes near
the ferry terminal. Such nightmarish sounds at nearly 10pm. Ripping
someone’s ears down on Whidbey for sure. Nightmarish neighbors the
Navy...
Disrupted WebEx meeting required for work.
Some intermittent racket- mostly aggravating- terrible tones of EA-18G
interrupting work in medical clinic. Few bouts of near 70db so far here
inside with windows closed.
Loud rumble lasted for several minutes

10:47am, May 26. ANOTHER big roar from Jets over South Lopez.
10:51am, May 26. More roaring from a jet over South Lopez. Here we are
again. Jet noise abuse from NASWI.
11:25am, May 26. CONTINUOUS JET ROARING IN THE SKIES. THE NOISE IS
PENETRATING. WHAT DOES THE NAVY DO THAT IS SO CRITICAL THAT IT
MUST RUIN EVERY DAY? I THINK THEY JUST WANT TO FLY AROUND AND
WASTE OUR MONEY ON FUEL.
Rumbling has been continuous over time.....
Flying growlers
Growler flying is drowning out the class zoom activities for home schooling

3:02, May 21. Two growlers screaming over Mud Bay, Lopez. Seem to be
heading northeast. Huge scream announces their approach, turns into an
ongoing roar.

Several very loud jet noises, one couple of hours ago, another now. No
practice scheduled according to website. Also at about 12:30 pm driving
through Oak Harbor saw multiple growler jets circling and loud yet no
practice scheduled.

F*** the jets

Jet, quite close to the southwest of my home. This was a short fly by.

5:38pm. May 21. Tremendous jet roar from NASWI. Deep and throbbing
roar.

4:19pm. May 26. A sudden Roar and Blast of jet noise. Consumed the air.
South Lopez.

Can't hear inside house.

Growler noise still continuing

"ear splitting.

Several minutes of ongoing VERY loud flyovers preventing sleep - it is still
going on

my insides were rumbling"
5:38 PM, Friday afternoon, it’s the beginning of the Memorial Day weekend
and USNavy tactical fighter aircraft are polluting the soundscape.
10:28am, May 26. After a GLORIOUS Memorial weekend of NO JET NOISE,
WHAM, Jet roaring in the skies again, right now. South Lopez.

S Lopez, Wed 5/27/2020: 8:28am 75.4 decibels - What a dreadful way to
begin a day - a reminder that Growlers consume more than 1,300gal of
fuel/hour and emit 12.5 metric tons of CO2/hour. What is wrong with this
picture?
Flyover
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5:33pm, May 27. A very deep roar in the sky, to the South. Not thunder,
not a mining operation, not a train through the front yard....sounds just like
a growler jet roaring, maybe making a turn. Quite loud.
Woke everyone up. After midnight
Off and on disrupting noise as usual here in Oak Harbor. How does one
describe the sound? Maybe a slightly shrieky vacuum cleaner in some kind
of giant tin can- it is a very grating unpleasant sound even when iit's not
painfully loud.
F*** the jets

STILL ROARING 9:05am. Still roaring. The Growlers are an ABUSE. The
Navy is conducting a war here.
Flyover
Flyover
May 29, 9:27am. More roaring from a Growler jet that seems to be headed
west. South Lopez.
May 29, 9:30am ANOTHER roaring jet overhead Mud Bay. TOO LOUD.

Working near the school, in the middle of Lopez Island. Very loud
percussive jet noise from the south. Booming and roaring.

May 29, 9:37am We are now enduring almost continuous jet roaring in the
skies. South Lopez. Long rolling rumbling and roaring. Legislators: PAY
ATTENTION! You are supporting excessive noise over this populated
region.This is ABUSE.

Central Lopez. Lots of booming rumbling jet noise from Whidbey. The
South end must be feeling blasted.

S Lopez, Fri 5/29/2020: 9:02 am 70.8 decibels

F*** the jets
LOUD JET NOISE. South Lopez.
2:30pm, 5/28. There has been a lot of jet noise in the skies. Loud roarings,
continuous rumblings from NASWI. South Lopez.
2:57pm, May 28. First the roar of jets approaching. Long roar. Then there
are TWO GROWLERS roaring overhead, over Mud Bay. The roar is
continuing as they head east. VERY LOUD and disruptive.
Bed time for civians
8:59pm. Deep rumbling pulsating roaring jet noise. South Lopez.
9:03am. May 29. Loud growler overhead. So screamingly loud that it
covered every other sound inside. Long roar as it moved toward Whidbey.

10:29am. May 29. SCREAMING jet overhead, right after the one a minute
ago. GO AWAY. The Navy is an abuser. The legislators are accomplices,
murmuring little phrases they think are helpful, but they know they are not;
they don't care. Mud Bay.
A lot of prolonged flyover activity is taking place
An otherwise perfectly lovely morning paddling on Lake Campbell- marred
by episodic need to plug ears with fingers to protect hearing along with
bursts of awful thunder farther away. Multiple growlers for well over 1.5
hours. No peace.
May 29, 10:17am. Continuous roaring in the skies over South Lopez.
May 29. 10:27am. ROARING AND SCREAMING JET OVERHEAD. Mud Bay,
Lopez. Why are we - a populated region - the take off and landing track for
the noisiest jet?
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Noise pollution from EA-18G aircraft is pervasive.
Several low flyovers this morning. Very disruptive.
Too much noise
The low-frequency rumble from USN EA-18G jets is exceptionally annoying
annoying, midday Friday!
May 29, 12:33pm. The skies continue to ROAR with jet noise . A day of jet
noise right here in the living room. Great. This is the Navy's idea of
"mission". South Lopez.
May 29, 12:40 LOUD LOUD LOUD jet roaring. South Lopez.
May 29 1:58pm. If anyone reads these comments they may seem tedious
and annoying. Just as tedious and annoying as it is having JETS BOOMING
IN THE SKIES ALL DAY. BOOMING RIGHT NOW. AGAIN. South Lopez.
May 29, 1:28pm. Tired of reporting this. Jet roaring in the skies continues.
As if jets are continuously taking off from NASWI and roaring to the west,
roaring, roaring, roaring. As if we live at the end of Sea Tac runway. South
Lopez.
5/29, 2:27pm. There is a constant jet noise pulsing in the air. this afternoon.
Actually started this morning. Like having a hair dryer on Hi roaring next to
your ear. Constant jet noise from Whidbey. Irritating.
Low-frequency noise (LFN) pollution extends for miles and miles around Oak
Harbor.
5:19pm, May 29. Big roar in the sky. South Lopez. Growler taking off?
Very very loud.

Loud booming noises. Hope it was the Growlers, otherwise, it could be an
earthquake. Should we run for cover?
Woke me from deep sleep- military aircraft. Unhealthy disruption of sleep
even in the middle of the night/early Sunday morning.
"Awful racket of warcraft with metallic roaring hurting the ears then
persisting to distract from thought. Trying to work in medical clinic in Oak
Harbor. Often not a good atmosphere to think clearly, hear and be heard.
F*** the jets
10:45 June 1. VERY loud jet roaring overhead. This is not a commercial jet.
It is a deep thudding roar. It has been going on for over a minute. Is it
circling? The noise is intense.
Can't believe they still think flying over Lopez gives them a military
advantage..
LOUD jet overhead. South Lopez.
Yet again. Important work Webex meeting trying to figure out how to care
for patients in era of COVID- and I can't hear what is going on with these
insane warcraft flying circles over the building. Do this where there are no
people!
F*** the jets
6/1, About 1:55. Sitting outside,Lopez Cemetery, enjoying quiet, sunshine,
birdsong. SUDDENLY roaring roaring Growler noise, then TWO Growlers
overhead heading from the west to the northeast. I had nowhere to hide,
no ear protection. DEAFENING.

Low rumble noise pollution from the direction of Oak Harbor.

Two is twice as loud. Directly over, sea lion colony /santuary, but I bet the
navy does not the meaning of the word? Really?

One of the loudest ever. Actual ear drum pain

Fly overs - no mufflers
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Load Growler overhead!
F*** the jets
June 1. Between 4pm and 5:45pm, bursts of HUGE JET ROARING from
Whidbey. A war zone, as if bombing was happening. The Navy is
DISRUPTIVE and WRONG for this region. People live and work here. We
should not be treated like the enemy.
6/1, 8:33pm.Just came in from what I had hoped would be a nice evening
walk. Nothing but jet noise. Roaring jet above me, then, as it seemed to
circle back to Whidbey, the noise was continuous. Jet roaring all in the air.
Cut my walk short. Annoyed.

9:05am June 2. Jet noise all around, as if Jets are circling. Deep thunder. I
feel the vibrations in my home. South Lopez.
9:07am, June 2. ANOTHER big roar and vibrating rumble, A lot of jet noise
in the air, everywhere. The war is on.
9:29am June 2. Rumbling and vibrating jet noise from Whidbey. South
Lopez.
June 2 9:14am. Jet noise above us, roaring, roaring. Can't be outside .
South Lopez.

F*** the jets

June 2. 9:03am. Huge rumble, roar and a wall of vibrating jet noise hits our
home. Navy is ready for another day of abusing this region. South end,
Lopez.

June 1, 8:43pm. HUGE BLASTING ROAR from Growler over Mud Bay.
Blotted out every sound in my home. What right does the Navy have to
invade my home this way? This noise is OFFENSIVE. Legislators, why do you
ignore this? Still roaring. Still roaring

"They are flying over south fidalgo island at rosario beach this morning.
Years ago the navy printed a map and distributed it to all real estate agents
on Whidbey showing that they will never fly further north that north beach
park.

These flyovers have been going on ALL DAY!!!!

10:20am, June 2. On a conference call and I cannot hear because there is jet
roaring overhead. Lopez South End.

F*** the jets
June 1, 9:01pm. NASWI is ROARING. Jet noise is everywhere. Seems they
are sending jets up to roar around. Is this fun? What mission is being
served here? Are the fly boys sightseeing? Is this where my tax dollars need
to go?
Birds and Growlers. What a pleasant mixture of morning sounds. Bah
They are flying over Rosario Beach on Fidalgo Island!!!
June 2, 8:55am. NASWI is rumbling away. There is dull thudding and
pulsating rumbling here on the South End of Lopez. We can hear jets in the
air.

June 2, 10:33am. The war rages on. The blasting and thundering of jet
noise from Whidbey continues. My home VIBRATES. The inability of
legislators to acknowledge this is stunning. They say they are good people,
but where is their wisdom?
June 2, 10:54am. CONTINUOUS Jet noise in the skies. It is constant. Like
having your washing machine and dryer working right next to you.
Rumbling, whirring.
Military presence overhead
F*** the jets
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F*** the jets
F*** the jets. F*** the flight schedule, its worthless
2:04pm, June 2. DEAFENING SCREAMING AND ROARING of TWO GROWLER
JETS OVER MUD BAY. Now it is 2:05 and the roaring continues as they must
be swooping around. Coming from the south, it seemed, and moving to the
north. Harassment.
2:25pm, June 2. Loud rolling roar from a jet over South Lopez.
Unnecessarily low and slow flyover, extremely loud and long.
6/2, about 4:35pm. Foolishly thinking I could take a walk outside after a day
of work at my desk, I found myself accosted by a SCREAMING ROARING
Growler overhead, flying low over Mud Bay. No ear protection, no way to
get inside. DEAFENING. ABUSE!
Much too loud over Mud Bay
Under the ceiling, loaded, dirty (gear visibly down, maybe flaps too), very
slow, and VERY LOUD--Travelling NE. Nowhere near going in the landing
pattern, no reason for gear to be down.
Multiple jet runs today. Tankers , pairs of fly boys. Its not their fault it just a
bad place to have an airbase.
Again, under the (breaking up) overcast, gear visibly down (probably flaps
too, tho can't tell with my naked eye), flying very slowly in a Northerly
direction. WHY gear down and practically Minimum Controllable Airspeed
over Lopez?
June 2, 6:15pm. LOUD Growler over Mud Bay. Flying toward Whidbey.
Looks like it is slow. Looks like landing gear is down. It is RIPPING ROAR
that tears the sky and air apart. STOPPED CONVERSATION. The roar
continues. This is TOO LOUD.

Alright. So we practice all day long then sit around on the tarmac reving our
engines. This has to end. In wartime they go away but who wants another
war. So this is the sound of peacetime - disruption of American Citizens!
June 2, 8:45pm. Big jet noise at this late hour. South Lopez.
9:02pm, June 2. Rumbling jet noise and vibration coming from Whidbey.
STOP IT! Time for bed, not time to be thinking when the next rolling jet
thunder is going to come from the Navy.
"All morning, almost non-stop.
Stop it. Go do something useful."
Rumble and vibration! Deep disturbing can't even enjoy the water. All
morning long. It's not like an airforce. It's the heels angels sitting in the
parking lot revving their engines just to be annoying.
10:35am. South Lopez. Irritating roaring of a jet somewhere above us. The
roaring just keeps swirling around. Loud and deep like a growler.
11:19am June 3. Excessive and continuous jet noise above us. South Lopez.
11:42am, June 3. Jet over us. A deep and persistent roar.These growlers
should not be flown over populated areas. They are too loud and
disruptive.
11:57am. Another loud jet noise overhead. South Lopez.
South Lopez. 11:38am. Jet noise in the air is constant, I think that it does
not matter where the growlers are. The DEEP roaring echos off hills and the
water, so we continue to hear it without regard to location. Annoying,
disturbing, distracting.
12:06pm, June 3. ANOTHER jet roaring over us. South Lopez.
Loud rumble (noise pollution) from FCLP from Ault Field
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2:30pm, June 3. EAR-BREAKING scream and roar of Growler overhead.
Mud Bay. Why not just apply a sander to my head. The noise rips and tears
the sky and invades my home.

"Awful shrieking metallic sounds from the sky, coming and going. What a
miserable place when this happens, that is to say most days in the work
week at least.

2:37pm June 3. Feels like we are target practice this week. ANOTHER loud
growler jet overhead. South Lopez.

Makes concentration at work very difficult. Oak Harbor"

2:38pm. June 3. Now we have low-flying TWO GROWLERS OVERHEAD.
Screaming and ROARING. This is abuse. Mud Bay. The roaring continues as
they sweep out of sight.
2:40pm, June 3. ANOTHER Shrieking growler overhead. What is this, a
parade of sightseers? What mission is being accomplished here? The Navy is
a LOUSY neighbor, liars and abusers.
Another loud Navy jet roaring around and over us.
A lot of growler noise over the last hour
Ominous threatening thundering continuing from whidbey base
Loud prolonged engine noise
Need to get to sleep early after late night at work on call in OR yesterdayAnd full workday today. Have early morning tomorrow in clinic. Sickening
racket mostly to the south. This is abuse.

Ear splitting painful noise
F*** the jets
F*** the jets
F*** the jets. 2 flying low and slow, very loud
June 4, 11:30am. TWO GROWLERS flying low directly over Mud Bay,
heading north. Screaming, shrieking and roaring. The jet noise from
growlers is offensive and an insult to people who live in this region.
Inappropriate for a populated region.
More Growlers flying over Fidalgo Island and not Whidbey Island (where
they belong).
One more - low & loud flying over Fidalgo Island. Why can't they fly over
their own island - Whidbey Island?
Two jets just went over low and loud!

Another Growler flying low and loud over Fidalgo Island instead of Whidbey
Island!

Continuing duration of multiple engine noises

Once again, they are flying over Fidalgo Island - LOUD - and not Whidbey
Island!

Really loud

Woken from a dead sleep. Unhealthy, wrong, abusive on the part of the US
Navy

Large 737 type transport jet landed from the ne.

Repeated loud noise violations from whidbey
2:25, June 4. LOUD jet boom in the sky. Excessive roar.
A bad day for sustained disruptive multidirectional growler activity
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3:40pm, June 4. South Lopez. A growler jet roaring over us. So loud we
could not hear each other as we were talking about news from our family.
This is disgusting behavior from the Navy. The Growler jets do not belong
here. I vote NO for Larsen.

5:45pm. June 4. Screaming Growler coming our way. You can always hear
it coming. Then it turns into a roar as it nears, then a deep rushing roar as it
moves away. The noise penetrates every corner of the air, inside and
outside. DISRUPTIVE.

3:52pm, June 4 Growler overhead so loud that I could not hear my
husband talking to me from across the room. That is a home invasion and
the Navy should not be doing this. South Lopez.

5:48pm, June 4. I just have the feeling that jets are circling over us. One
roars away & another roars toward us. Right now we have ANOTHER
growler over South Lopez, following one just a minute ago. This is abuse by
the Navy. Is that their mission?

And another jet right after the other one, makes for minutes of loud jet
noise. F*** the jets

Extremely loud! Could not hear conversation with person next to me.

CRAZY loud. Very hard to work with kids on school work

June 4. 5:37. Big roar from a growler over south Lopez.

F*** the jets

A jet liner, like a 727 took off to the west & to the north. Maybe a troop
carrier?

So F-ing loud, I couldn’t continue my phone call!!!!
South Lopez June 4 3:14pm. LOUD LOUD LOUD jet ripping through the air.
The noise goes into every corner of the house and my brain.
Yikes, so LOUD!
4:00pm June 4. ANOTHER booming roar from a growler jet. South Lopez.
4:07pm, June 4. Clearly there is a war being conducted today. South Lopez
being buzzed again by a LOUD Growler. I guess we are the enemy. Actually,
I think of the Navy as the enemy.
4:16pm. June 4. South Lopez. This is aggravating. A day of JET NOISE.
Right now the screaming followed by the roar of a Growler jet. EXCESSIVE
NOISE.
South Lopez 6/4 Tremendous Roar from Whidbey. Clearly the roar of
growlers taking off. Prolonged rumbling vibrating roar, then an arc or jet
noise as they climbed toward Lopez.

7:09pm. June 4. South Lopez. MORE jet roaring over south Lopez. Roar
Roar Roar. Will we have a chance to sleep tonight?
Constant noise tonight - after a noisy busy flight day
Navy jets still at it with constant disruptive engine noise
"So, so very loud
And continuous "
well past children's bedtime
Sleep delayed last night in Anacortes due to Navy, up to hospital in middle
of night because of my job- back home and sleeping by 3:30 am, up early to
work in OAK HARBOR and the Growler racket starts right up to exacerbate
my headache from no sleep.
8:21am, June 5. Incredible rumbling and roaring vibrating wall of jet noise
hits our home. Invades our home.
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F*** the jets
Low-frequency noise pollution from the direction of Oak Harbor.

12:11pm. June 5. Roaring jet noise over South Lopez. Big roaring swoops of
jet blasts one after the other.

9:08am. SCREAMIIIINNNNNGGGGG jet overhead Mud Bay. Ripping the air
apart.

12:44pm. June 5. SCREAMIIIINNNNNGGGGG Jet above Mud Bay.
Deafening. I was outside. Only defense was to plug my ears. This is violent
abuse perpetrated by the Navy and by legislators who do not admit the
danger of Growlers over populated areas.

9:14am. June 5. ANOTHER SCREAMIIIINNNNGGGGG jet overhead. Mud Bay.

Crazy loud

9:25am. June 5. ANOTHER SCREAMIIIINNNNNNGGGGG jet over Mud Bay.

Insane amount of noise

9:34am. June 5. ANOTHER SCREAMIIIINNNNGGG JET over Mud Bay. Now
followed by a deep throbbing roarrrrrrrrrrrr.

The number of flights and noise this week (June 1-5) has been incredible.
Often the Growlers are directly over head. It's extremely loud to my
husband and I are our dog and cat. So invasive.

9:02am, June 5. Roaring jet above South Lopez. LOUD.

direct flyover shaking house
Horrible horrible flyovers. The noise is deafening
Long low extremely loud flyover
The noise from the two Growlers that flew right above our house was so
unbearably loud outside on our deck that I had to plug my ears and my
husband reported having a panic reaction from inside our house.
Very long, low, loud fkyovers
10:17am, June 5. ANOTHER loud jet over south Lopez.
10:36am. June 5. ANOTHER screaming jet over South Lopez, accompanied
by its booming roar.
F*** these jets
12:07pm. June 5. South Lopez. jets roaring around. Very noisy skies.
Disturbing. Ruins any desire to be outside...may as well be living next to the
SeaTac runway.

Unbelievable
We are getting strafed
1:15pm, June 5. ANOTHER Roaring Growler over South Lopez. This has
been a day of using South Lopez in a flying pattern. LEGISLATORS: you are
sacrificing us to an unspecified reason why Growlers need to be HERE. Navy
Mission: Harass Residents.
1:21pm, June 5. ANOTHER Roaring jet over South Lopez. Was hoping for a
walk after I finish my work this afternoon, but I would be insane to do that.
Jets roaring overhead are deafening even inside. Still deep roaring: 1:22pm.
Still roaring 1:23.
12:01. June 5. Jet roaring over South Lopez. Noise from all sides, as if there
is a giant wind.
A terrible day for whidbey noise
2:44pm. June 5. Loud jet over South Lopez. A continuous parade of noise.
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STOP USING LOPEZ AS UF WE ARE PART OF YOUR TRAINING GROUND!!! WE
ARE NEVER GOING TO AGREE TO YOUR DAMN JETS RUINING OUR PEACE BY
ROARING THROUGH OUR AIRSPACE!! GET OUT OF OUR SKIES...STOP USING
LOPEZIANS AS PAWNS IN YOUR WAR GAMES!!!
terrible, to be in such a majestic place and hear this useless ear hurting gut
wrenching waste of money polluting the air.
Two growlers flying roughly NE to SW. Excruciatingly loud as they have all
been today.
3:49pm. June 5. Another loud jet over South Lopez.
terrible, to be in such a majestic place and hear this useless ear hurting gut
wrenching waste of money polluting the air.
4:04pm June 5. Roaring jet noise over South end of Lopez.
4:12pm. June 5. Continuation of NOISE. Loud jet over South Lopez.
4:21pm, June 5. Roaring jet over Mud Bay.
There have been so many unbelievably disruptive flyovers today that
individual reporting is impossible. Needless to say, the painful sensations
have been nonstop
Three growlers traveling NE to SW. Cannot work outside today without ear
protection and that does not even offer escape. You are making us deaf!
Another day (several days so far) of naval intrusion on our 'peace.' Thank
you military for adding to our already heightened stress levels.
Extremely loud flyover, also rattled house.
Sunday morning horrendous noise pollution courtesy of the USN.

9:01am. SUNDAY, June 7. INCREDIBLE BOOMING JET ROAR over Mud Bay,
Lopez. As if the world was coming apart. Roar lasted a long time, getting
louder, then it sounded as if the jet veered around and we were blasted
with typical intense boom and roar.
Extended extreme noise
Low and very loud flyover on a Sunday morning. Please stop.
Reminded me of the shuttle take off
shattered a nice quiet Sunday morning
Two growlers flying very low and extremely loud from south to north
direction.
Engine noise over a long period of time
GROWLER WAS SO LOUD IT WOKE MY GRANDSON UP FROM HIS NAP!!!
Sounded like it flew right over the house and sounded like it was going to
land. Alarmed my husband to the point he ran out on the porch to see
where it was headed.
Two low flying military jets flew in from the south, banks right above our
house and flew west. Disrupted our lunch conversation, couldn't hear each
other talk.
Earlier today, jets screaming overhead.
"Extremely loud growling rumble.
Heart-pounding/ears ringing."
For about 25 minutes I tried to carry on a conversation on my front porch
with a friend, but we had to stop because of the Growler noise, which did
not stop.
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This is the second time today that our area was circled by two low flying
growlers. The first time was about 35 minutes ago, the second time at 1:04
pm.

Lots of loud flights happening now.

On and off all day.

We have had Growler’s fly by our home today at 8:40 am, 9 am, 11:56 am, 1
pm, 1:05 pm and 2:10 pm. All this noise is very upsetting, we did not buy a
home next to an airport for a reason! Yesterday, June 8, 2020, Growler’s
flew over our home 8 times

Entirely too loud considering it is several miles away.
Incredible decibel level. They are killing us,
I’ve never heard the jet noise this obnoxious!! It rattled our windows &
made my heart race! I’ve lived here for 20 years & had gotten used to the
jets but this time it sounded like it was right above us. The loudest I’ve ever
heard.
Multiple Extremely low flyovers for the last hour
Continuing engine noise
Only had 20 minutes of peace and quiet since last fly over. Mark McCormick
Extremely loud. This has to stop. House shakes the noise is so loud.

This one interrupted a conversation!

Huge blast. Could no continue phone conversation.
Right over our place on the south end of Lopez at 3:07--deafening and the
rumble continues. We have had so many flights over the south end of Lopez
the last two weeks. Just a horrible existence when hoping for quiet. Please
limit flights.
Yet another loud flight--scares my dog and cat and very bothersome noise.
Why do I have to report each flight individually when there are so many
each day--often 6-8--and horrible if we're working outside. The dog bolts,
the cat runs and hides

It seems to be doing a loop over Decatur Island, please reroute it.

Extremely loud. I thought they were to fly over the straits and not the San
Juan Islands. This needs to stop.

Ridiculously loud, stopped conversations, cat ran and hid. I cannot fathom a
reason for it flying so low here.

Please, enough for today. This is the time for relaxing. These fly overs are
counter intuitive to that. Please, have some compassion.

Roaring jets overhead. Nightmarish noise.

Rattled the dishes in the China cabinet.

Extremely loud and disruptive.

Way to Loud

Growlers under the clouds circling LOUDLY

And it keeps circling.

Growlers under the clouds circling LOUDLY

I feel like the military is harassing our community because we speak out
when LOUD JETS FLY LOW OVER OUR ISLANDS!

Jet flying directly overhead, terrifyingly close.
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Long bouts of engine noise tonight - eardrums hurt from the pressure while
outside
"aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaand another flyover 2 minutes later.
F*** the jets"
"fly overs every couple of minutes. F***ing bulls--t.

The THIRD LOUD GROWLER OVERHEAD IN TJE LAST 10 minutes!!!!
Three times in 15 minutes. Woke us up.
WHY IS OUR NAVY SUBJECTING CITIZENS WHO PAY THEM WITH TAX
DOLLARS FLYING MISSIONS OVER US AT 10:00 PM?

F*** the jets"

Once again the day starts with Growlers. Is there no peace at home? How
much money can you waste on flying so many times each day. There are
better ways to help people in our country. Shameful.

F*** the jets

Another one! So tired of this.

F*** the jets

Direct fly over the middle of Lopez Island. Like a straffing

F*** the jets

Horrible dreadful ongoing jet noise. It is INSANE to allow noise like this.

It's 9 o'clock at night and these jets have been flying overhead all day long.
I'm trying to live here, work here, and it's almost impossible with this
incessant noise.
"A second LOW LOAD GROWLER in 5 minute!

Again and again and again. Who would think our place of retirement should
turn into such a nightmare of constant noise. Can you not even try to fly
away from the Lopez Island? You've also been extremely loud many times
waiting for the Anacortes ferry

I’m trying to get to sleep."

Again!

Growler #4 in less than 20 minutes. Are we in a WAR ZONE? This is
ridiculous!!!

Get your DAMN GROWLERS OUT OF OUR SKIES!!! We never agreed, nor
would we ever agree, to be part of you GOD DAMN WAR GAMES!!! STOP
USING US AS PAWNS AGAINST OUR WILL!!! YOU ARE DESTROYING OUR
HEARING AND OUR PEACE OF MIND!!! LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!!

Loud and disturbing my bedtime. It sounds like the jet is circling the area.
Still flying. F***ing bulls--t jets. Get F***ed.
"The jets flew over my house all day long and disturbed my peace and quiet.
Now it is after 10 pm and they are still flying over every few minutes.
There will be no rest tonight - too much noise and vibration.

HIDEOUS ROARING. Painful. Extremely disturbing. Creates horrible sense of
dread. Obliterates all other sound. THIS IS WRONG.
Just five minutes between noise. No peace this morning.
Ridiculously LOUD LOW GROWLER just flew over my home!
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Terrific amount of noise overhead, and continuing rumbling from the naval
base

Flight # 13. Cannot believe you have to disrupt our lives so much. Why are
you doing so many flights? Simply a waste of fuel/money--disgusting!

Flight #6 today that was so noisy--horrible

Flight #14 today== so loud. Cannot believe you need to fly 14 times a day
and disrupt our lives so much. When we're outside gardening and doing
yardwork it's deafening. When walking the dog it's terrible. Walking at
Iceberg, Colville--horrible.

Flight # 7 disruption--terrible noise outside while working in the garden.
Direct flyover Lopez Island
Fight #8 overhead--honestly, this is way too much. Driving us crazy!

Gardening and went inside--so disgusted went inside. Flight # 12 noise
today.

"Growler traveling roughly NE to sw. Could hear even with ear protection
and using weed eater. How can they lie and say the decibels doesn’t not
harm human ears?

Roaring throughout the entire day, Horrible, dreadful, anxiety producing
noise.

Another growler followed this one at 2:20pm, just as loud."

F*** the jets

Multiple disruptive flyovers over much time

Fly overs and a recent one just over the house. Another peaceful day ruined
by the navy!

Multiple planes flying over San Juan Islands at low altitude. Earth
shattering noise

Noise continued intermittently through 10:00 AM

Flight # 9 overhead today at our used to be tranquil place. You're ruining it
for us. Freedom does not require this many flights nor burning all this fuel.
Put the money into education and service that helps others.

The Growlers have been constant. Even at the top of Mt. Constitution. I'm
appalled that they are allowed to continue, especially in this time of such
economic and financial loss. Clearly Growlers are not going to save the
world! Eliminate them!

Flight #8 today! Terrible!
The noise is horrific. My husband walked at Pt. Colville at this time and
heard three Growlers flying over. The roaring noise was remarkably loud-deafening, thundering. Heard the take off and really loud. Peaceful setting
ruined by Growlers.
Flight # 13 today! Unbelievable. I'm inside and the noise is roaring. Our
company is commenting on what the heck is that--terrible to live with. Do
you care at all about the impact you have on our lives so many days a week?

Again.
Hi. Knock it off. I had to interrupt my workday to come here and say: it's
been at least four times this morning. If I reported every incident I'd just
spend all day in front of the computer. Go find something useful to do. This
is not useful.
Almost all morning, roaring jets. Horrible, dreadful noise from jets
obliterates all meaningful sound.
Could not talk inside of the house - deafening.
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prolonged period of disturbance
Cool, drizzly, depressing day and now the usual noise from the navy making
things even worse. Their misguided mission has really put them at odds
with the residents of the community they infect.
Last night and mid day so far, direct overhead Growler flights many at
above 95 decibels.
really loud, really close, middle of the night!
8:09am. June 15. LOUD and DEEP rumble and vibration from jet activity at
Whidbey.
8:56am. June 15. EXTENDED rumble and ROAR and vibrating wall of jet
noise from Whidbey. Still rumbling. The vibration came right into our
home. Sounded as if the whole fleet was taking off.
Dreadful noise, earlier this morning and now. DREADFUL NOISE.
9:01am June 15. Deep jet roar like an earthquake. RUMBLING ROLLING
VIBRATION that seemed aimed directly at us. Felt it in the floor.
9:07am, June 15. THE JET ABUSE CONTINUES. ANOTHER rumbling roaring
vibrating wall of noise hits our home.
9:29am. June 15. More rumbling vibrating jet noise. South Lopez.
9:32am. June 15. ANOTHER rumbling ROAR from Whidbey.
9:59am, June 15. South Lopez. Another BLAST of jet noise. If this is not jet
noise from Whidbey then something is very wrong with the world because
there is a LOT OF NOISE coming from somewhere! (Though it is very typical
of NASWI!!!!)
Can’t hear conversation n doors

10:16am. June 15. Whatever they are doing at NASWI, the NOISE is
invading my home. Huge rumbling vibrating pulsating jet roaring. Jets
taking off?
6/15 Lots of low rumbling from NASWI this morning. We hear it and we
can feel it.
Another rumbling roar that shivers through us. Jet ROARING from NASWI.
Take offs? Engine run-ups?
Flyover
I am inside, and there are clouds, so I cannot see what is causing the jet
noise, but it is extremely loud and invasive. South Lopez
11:09am, June 15. IT IS A ROARING MORNING. The roaring rumbling
vibrating noise has been consistent this morning. RIGHT now it is ROARING.
The air is filled with the noise, and so is our home.
Extremely loud. Affected my hearing to the point of great discomfort.
More rumbling from NASWI. Annoying. South Lopez.
N Lopez, 15 June 2020, Mon: 10:20am - 11:10am and still ROARING.
Actually drove N. to avoid the GIANT GROWLER ROARING on S. Lopez. It
was actually louder on N Lopez. Living in a Navy War training zone has
destroyed peace and quiet on Lopez.
1:50pm, 6/16 Screaming then deep throbbing roaring jet noise. Deafening.
Long roar.. Continuous roar. South end Lopez.
About 1:40pm, June 15. South Lopez. LOUD jet overhead, below the
clouds, seems to be veering northish. VERY LOUD.
Huge blast! interrupted business call. Growler traveling roughly East to
west.
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2:28pm 6/15. South Lopez. Excessively LOUD screaming jet over Mud Bay,
Lopez. Must be a growler because now we are getting the delayed
LOOOOONNNNGGGG ROAR that is characteristic of the growler.
2:35pm, 6/15. Extremely LOUD jet over Mud Bay, Lopez. Shrieking, then
turning to a throbbing pulsating roar. Invades our home.
2:37pm. June 15. We are now the afternoon landing pattern for damn Navy
jets. Here is ANOTHER roaring jet over us. The jet noise comes right into
the house and blots out every other sound. South Lopez.
2:39pm. June 15. Now there is ANOTHER jet over us, close on the heels of
others. The noise is INCESSANT. This is abuse by an arrogant Navy. South
Lopez.
2:41pm June 15. ANOTHER jet over us. One after another. One after
another deafening jets. South Lopez.
2:55pm. June 15. CONTINUOUS flights of LOUD jets over my home. South
Lopez.

6:57pm June 15. ROARING jet over Mud Bay, Lopez. So loud it rubbed out
all household sounds.
Creaking, groaning, far off roaring in the heavens - such sinister, disturbing
sounds. A week of vacation away from here was so welcome to experience
peace.
6/15 at 9:50pm. Sounds like a war going on. Jets racing around the skies.
Lopez South end.
9:25pm on June 15. EXCESSIVE roaring from Jets, back and forth, east to
west. SOUTH LOPEZ.
9:40pm, June 15. ANOTHER BARRAGE of JET roaring here on South end of
Lopez. Are we supposed to sleep through this? NAVY ABUSE!
9:48pm. EXCESSIVE jet noise continues. Roaring right now. No peace this
evening.
"Continuing loud noise started prior to the time noted on this report

Extremely loud - I’m trying to work from home doing contact investigation
for COVID and our calls are completely disrupted.

Direct continuous flyovers:

Low Growler disrupted work!

Really loud 9:47 and 9:54 multiple direct flyovers concurrent with other
engine noise

Second GROWLER in last 2 minutes!

Really loud at 9:26 through 9:45

Another week of practice flights, another week of pointless aggressive noise
and destruction. People are hungry, sick, jobless, grieving, tormented, and
we still have to endure this relentless pointless noise. This has nothing to do
with our freedom.

Nonstop noise through 10:30 pm"

This plane was flying over residential area in Lynnwood, Everett and
Edmonds. The loud noise was disruptive for a period of five minutes.

F*** the jets

F*** the jets
F*** the jets

6:46pm, June 15 Very loud jet roar. South Lopez.
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F*** the jets. I'm going to try to go to bed. Getting jet fly overs every
couple minutes. Can't sit at the computer all night documenting every
single one. F*** the jets.

1:27pm. June 16. South Lopez. the rumbling and thundering noise has
become a very loud jet over South Lopez. Wiped out all the birdsong I had
been hearing.

June 15 9:31pm. ANOTHER BLAST of Jet NOISE. South end, Lopez.

2:48pm. June 16. If I am hearing this loud rumbling of jet action here deep in
the woods on Lopez, I cannot imagine how loud it must sound to those on
the south end of Lopez.

Multiple flyovers and other engine noise - all very disruptive continuing
before and going on
Still roaring Jets, 9: 29pm on June 15. TOO LOUD.
This pass over was very loud with rumble and vibration in my ear drums
which I can still feel 5 minutes later. Too Loud!!
10:07pm. June 15. Today has been filled with LOUD jet noise, starting
shortly after 8am. A disturbing day that has me totally annoyed. The
roaring continues right now. Jet noise racing from one end of the horizon to
the other.
10:11pm. June 15. Jets flying over Mud Bay. Terrific noise. How can I think
of sleeping with this racket going on? Why is it necessary to terrorize us
with jets flying overhead after 10pm. What "mission" is being
accomplished? Waste of tax dollars.
Families trying to sleep. And jets flying all over the Islands.
Starting up for the day
Stopped to get fuel on the way to work- forced to put my gas pump grimy
hands/fingers in my ears to try to protect hearing. Insanely loud- right
near/over the gas station. This is unhealthy and unsafe. Oak Harbor
11:25, June 16. Loud jet in the sky. Deep roaring. South Lopez, off Cousins
Rd.
1:25pm, June 16. South Lopez, off Cousins Rd. Disturbed by continuing
thundering in the skies. Jets from Whidbey.

3:19pm, June 16, Rumbling of jet noise. A deep consistent rumble in the
sky. I am outside and this rumbling is annoying because it makes me look
up and around constantly, expecting to see a truck on the road.
4:42pm, June 16. South end, off Cousins Rd. Jet roaring. LOUD!!!!!
Very loud jet roaring over South end of Lopez right now. Sounds like rolling
thunder.
The noise is unbearable. It's causing me migraines and disrupting my
severely disabled daughters sleep.
STOP DISRUPTING THE PEACE AND QUITE. GET OUT OF THIS AREA!
9:18am, June 17. A beautiful morning....and the sky rumbles with jet noise
from Whidbey.
Noise. Rumble and vibration from jet action. RUMBLING!!!!! Wave of
noise!!!!
10:30 PM, noise pollution is deafening!
9:10 - 10:10PM, a solid hour marked by intense low-frequency noise
pollution
I am pregnant and this is causing undue stress. My unborn baby is suffering.
Woke me from a dead sleep in downtown Coupeville.
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STOP YOUR DISRUPTIVE FLIGHTS! JET NOISE DESTROYS OUR RIGHT TO A
QUITE PLACE TO LIVE. ADDITIONALLY, YOU ARE RELEASING JET EXHAUST
GASSES THAT POLLUTE THE ENVIRONMENT. THE COVID 19 MOMENT IS A
DELICATE STRESSFUL TIME. STOP, STOP, STOP THE FLIGHTS!!!
A lot of noise coming out
3:09pm, June 18. Annoying jet roaring in the sky. Rumbling thunder. South
Lopez.

no responsibility and commitment to the local community. Ken Simpson
360-320-9989.
Friday, June 19, around 2:30pm. LOUD Growler jet flying low over Mud Bay.
Zooming, screaming, roaring LOUD noise!! Heading toward Whidbey.
Frightened me at first, thought something wrong w/ washing machine, then
realized it was too loud - a Growler.
4:48pm, Friday, June 19. Loud jet roaring South Lopez.

Terrible noise from flyover

Low, loud rumble.

Around 8:50pm. June 18. Big roar of jet action in the sky. It was quiet and
then the loud, building roar. Sounded like a growler going up or coming
down.

"just terrible

Last night (6/18, about 10:40pm) I awoke to low rumbling in the air.It was a
deep but distant roaring coming from the SW. I had heard it earlier in the
evening, but there it was again. Typical of jet action at Whidbey. Could not
get back to sleep.

June 22, 11:40am. Was on the phone when a jet came roaring and I could
not hear the other person or continue the conversation. The jet noise
FILLED my home and lasted and lasted and lasted. Navy has no business
invading my home. S. Lopez.

You are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto this
community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. ACT
RESPONSIBLY WITH CARE AND PROTECT US AND STOP FLYING HERE!!!!!
Ken Simpson

Had to bring the children and dog inside.

You have made no changes since my earlier notice about flying here, the jet
noise and exhaust pollution that is damaging us. You are incompetent. You
know that! Ken S.
So loud. So late.
"please stop
"You are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto this
community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. The Navy has

Booming, no need for this. Go somewhere else.

You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. ACT
RESPONSIBLY WITH CARE AND PROTECT US AND STOP FLYING HERE!!!!!
Ken S.
Extremely loud and uncomfortable. Impossible to do any tasks in the
house, especially teleconference which is very important in this Covid19 era.
The noise level was uncomfortable even to my deaf son who uses cochlear
implants to hear.
June 22, 1:47pm. TWO growlers over Mud Bay. LOW.. LOUD. LOUD LOUD.
The noise experienced is literally painful inside and outside my home. My
dog was terrified. I can’t believe it is legal to subject citizens to this. This is
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not an “annoying sound”- this is 3 hours of punishing, ear splitting,
repetitive noise.
ALL AFTERNOON. Cruising the freeway of the Straits Back and forth.
Obviously on some mission to destroy the harmony between the peninsula
and our neighbors to the north.
4pm, June 22 LOUD LOUD LOUD jet over South Lopez.
This military jet was flying low, right over our home. It was very alarming.
Our we under attack? This is a densely populated city. Why are you training
over us with no warning? PLEASE STOP this startling, scary surprises without
warning.
Extremely disruptive! Flights continued late into the evening.
Extremely loud, woke up. Even my deaf teen age son fees the vibrations
F*** em
Hard to sleep with this noise
So tired of the audio assault by the navy. My head is pounding. My disabled
daughter can't get any rest. Stop!!

F*** em
F*** em
I tried to get my yard work done this morning but didn't get finished. Now
the jets are flying over our house and I have to stay inside with the windows
shut. It is still too loud to listen to the radio or watch videos. Why do they
hate us?
Painfully loud, earls ringing. House shaking. Saw seagulls and eagle feeding
at the beach, get spooked and flee erratically.
YOU again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. The Navy
acts as if it has no responsibility or commitment to the local community!
Ken S.
EA-18G Growler flying repeatedly over my home while adding thrust during
banking which adds considerably to noise level. Also, aircraft is only 400
feet from the roof of my home. The magnitude of this noise is more than a
human can withstand.
"Extremely loud high-pitch growl.

"You again are intentionally inflicting noise & jet exhaust pollution onto this
community which is disruptive & harmful to life's activities. We here are
sleeping now. The Navy has no responsibility & commitment to the local
community. Ken

Ears ringing afterward."

Growler jets flying for hours, late into the evening, up to 11:30 p.m.! When
do they quit?? We would like some peace for sleeping!

We don't"

Much too loud for humans inside our home and wildlife in and around Mud
Bay.

"It was loud late last night and now here we are again.
Go up to Oak Harbor where they love jet noise

"Intermittent shreiking, ripping sounds in the sky sometimes very louddisrupting concentration and conversations with patients in our medical
clinic. All day. Oak Harbor

10:42am. Low jet rumbling in the air. South end, Lopez.
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Painfully loud. Caught me outside as I was going from my car to the front
door. Nearly tripped and fell while trying to rush indoors as the noise pain
was intense. It is unbelievable that our own military would inflict such
painful experience.
5:50pm. The noise in the sky, which has been going on for a while, can only
be a Growler. Deep, rumbling, and it goes on and on and on and on.
Annoying and distracting. S. Lopez.
Here it is, about 8:55pm, and suddenly there is a HUGE rumbling roar from
Whidbey. Vibrations in the air. Sounds like the jet is headed West. The
noise keeps going and going. South end of Lopez.
F*** em
You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. This is
damaging us and we cannot access the use of our property. MAKE A
COMMITMENT TO LIFE'S QUALITY!
Disrupting sleep. Impossible to sleep with windows open and this level of
noise.
Get F***ed
I am in my tent in port townsend, it is bedtime and I see that growlers will
continue running late into the night, and tomorrow it will be worse with
growler noise running until morning. I am not even at the waters edge
closest to Whidbey. Disturbing

Growlers flying late into the evening for second night in a row, as late as
11:30 p.m.! One flew over our house on west side of Camano Island. We
would like some peace and quiet late at night!
***Love seeing and hearing the jets (a military base is nearby, who knew?)
and that our flight crews are able to keep up thier proficiency. Thank you
and keep it up, YIMBY.
10:26am. I am wearing headphones to listen to a podcast and what do I
hear next, JET ROAR over my home. Jets so loud that they overcome
headphones! What is this? Why does the Navy have the permission to fly
such loud jets over homes? Lopez.
10:33am. It is happening again. LOUD jet overhead and I cannot hear the
podcast I am listening to. I am a working person, at home in my
neighborhood. This is NO ENVIRONMENT for the Navy to be flying such
screaming jets over us. Lopez.
12:38pm. June 24. RIGHT ON THE HEELS of one two minutes ago, ANOTHER
SCREAMING LOUD JET OVER US. Mud Bay, Lopez.
12:40pm. 6/24. A THIRD ROARING INVASION OVER US. ONE AFTER
ANOTHER. screaming and roaring noise. I am lucky I am inside. I cannot
imagine how deafening it would be to be outside. As it is, the jet noise
obliterates everything else in our home.
June 24 12:36pm LOUD SCREAMING LOUD jet over Mud Bay. It is now
12:38pm and it is still roaring. Cannot hear anything else while it is over us.

Is it necessary to fly over residential areas every 5 minutes at damn near
11pm? F*** no you F***ers. Get F***ed!

Heard the jets at Whidbey NAS this afternoon. The reminder that they will
be overhead tonight; " Night to Late Night Into Early Morning". So they will
be flying after midnight. It is like PTSD - Pre-Traumatic Stress Disorder.

You impose an absurd and perverse situation on us, incompatible with the
basic conditions of human existence. This is absolutely unacceptable!! Ken
S.

"Screaming racket to serenade my drive home. Navy Growlers shredding
the skies on their way somewhere- to torture someone else no doubt.
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Weapons of war wreaking havoc on civilians health and well being. Daily. "
Roar and rumble from Oak Harbor

For third night in a row, Growlers flying late into the evening, as late as
11:30 p.m. -- again! This is becoming intolerable. One flew lower over our
neighborhood on west side of Camano Island, very loud. Please stop!

"These jets are flying nearly every day now and disrupting our lives in
unacceptable ways. This is not the appropriate location for this type of
military training.

"So loud tonight. They are lower and louder and more obnoxious than ever.

Going on 1 and 1/2 hours. Preventing needed sleep and simply wrecking
quality of life unnecessarily.

the health of them. "

You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive, damaging and harmful to life's
activities. Please tell me, when will Navy show its responsibility and
commitment to the local community???
Direct fly over, 2255, F***ing bull s--t. Had all kinda of low flyovers last
night until like 2330 or 0000
I watched the jet fly directly above my house in uptown Port Townsend
heading towards Whidbey island. In my ten years of living here I have
always been disturbed by the jet noise. Never have I experienced it that
close.
It is totally unbearable ,I am in more of a war zone that anyone the Navy
will ever fight...and we are US citizens. Over and over, day after day, hour
after hour. There is no reprieve from the unbearable noise!

Can not sleep. It is torture. NAS Whidbey should be ashamed of damaging

This awoke me from a sound sleep with persistent loud flyovers. At 1128 it
was particularly loud. Why this has to occur at nearly midnight is beyond
my comprehension.
You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. This is
damaging us and we cannot access the use of our property.STOP FLYING
HERE! GET OUT!!
prolonged duration
Intermittent metallic quality shreiking outside- just another day of trying to
work with well over 100 navy F-18s on top of civilians. Not good for
productivity, clear thinking or health of civilians. medical clinic in Oak
Harbor.

Jesus F*** another flyover 3 minutes later

After a few hours quiet, some loud metallic shrieking noise to disrupt
thoughts at work. Ruins concentration. I often wonder how the students at
the school nearby are able to think and learn in peace. Oak Harbor

started after everyone sleeping,

Night number two of unacceptable jet noise. What is going on there? 10pm?

You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities! This is
damaging us and we cannot access the use of our property. MAKE A
COMMITMENT TO LIFE'S QUALITY!

The Navy Jets again engage in pathological, perverse and destructive
behavior. You impose an absurd and perverse situation on us, incompatible
with the basic conditions of human existence. This is absolutely
unacceptable!! Ken
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So loud and close in uptown Port Townsend
10:58am, June 26. There have been periodic rumblings this morning, but
just now got a HUGE HEART-THUMPING BLAST of jet roaring from Whidbey.
This one scared me because it was so long and deep. Reminded me of an
earthquake -- PTSD.
Horrific, these high-pitched howling things. Ears ringing afterward.
Every week I listen to a noon radio report. Not this week. Every 2 minutes
an EA-18G flies directly over our house. Even in our updated noise standards
house a person can not listen. It is a shelter-in-place from the Navy
afternoon.
Growlers over our house once a minute, forcing us indoors with windows
closed on 80 F day. Working at computer, listening to a webinar - with
headphones - yet can’t hear the speaker when the jet passes. How will I
participate in my Zoom meeting?
I watched the jet fly over my house. Second time this week, yet never
before have I known the keys to fly directly over Port Townsend. This
change is unacceptable. My stress is greatly increasing. I cannot handle
more invasion of my mental health.
Painfully loud. Caught me outside, had to run inside due to discomfort.
Ears still ringing over an hour later. Complete disregard for citizens health.
You once again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution
onto this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's activities. The
Navy Jets again engaged in pathological, perverse and destructive behavior.
Ken
1:22pm, 6/26. South Lopez. A BIG rumbling roar from Whidbey. Starts out
as a WHOOOOSH, then a rumble, then a roar.

1:28pm. June 26. Big rumbling vibrating roar from Whidbey. Like
continuous thunder. Afraid to be outside because this noise is usually
followed by a roaring jet overhead leaving me with no ear protection.
Now I am really complaining. The sky is RUMBLING. The noise from
Whidbey is deep throbbing and persistent. I am guessing they are launching
their jets. I can feel the vibrating waves of noise. STOP IT!!! GO AWAY. The
Growlers do not belong here!!
Awful deep rumbling, scraping, thundering sounds from the south heard
and FELT in the bones of my body and my house in Anacortes. Deep
shaking like explosions or earthquakes- very disturbing.
Loud and long roaring overhead. Interrupted activities due to noise.
Several vibrations through the floor recently
A lot of rumbling and vibrations through the floor and chair legs
Flyover
3:15-5:17 PM, loud and penetrating noise pollution filled the skies over
Coupeville disrupting activities.
Chased inside by the Navy. Flying a pattern close but not over the house so
the windows aren't rattling. Still too loud to be outside. I feel sorry for the
neighbors who are getting the full pounding. We are all in this together.
4:40pm, June 29. South Lopez. Huge rushing boom and wall of vibrating jet
noise. Sounded like half the fleet was taking off from Ault. Very disruptive.
4:50, 6/29. LOUD boom and jet roar from Whidbey. Out walking and it
seemed that the trees vibrated. Lopez, South end.
Loud artcraft over Ledgewood beach area.
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Noise all day. shaking house. even with head phones on, windows closed,
music turned up I can still hear them all day long.
5:35pm. June 29. A beautiful evening outside RUINED. ROARING JET
OVERHEAD. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO LIVE HERE AND BE SANE!!!!! South Lopez.
Still roaring. Still roaring. The Navy uses this region as a playground for
abuse.

10:16pm. LOUD LOUD jet overhead. Noisy thunder from jet activity on
Whidbey and now we've got a jet overhead, what, flying back to Whidbey?
I hope there are not more. South Lopez.
Direct flyovers plus rumbling and vibration from Ault
Why now. When families finally sleeping

Noise all day

Jesus F***. Non stop F***ing fly overs. Get F***ed!

Today is my daughter's birtday. You fly here making it impossible to be
outside to celebrate. You have no campassion or carring for anyone living
here.STOP FLYING HERE !!! Ken S.

10:29am, 6/30. That thundering roar over South Lopez can only be a
Growler. Cloudy, so can't see it, but if it isn't (with deep and prolonged
ROARING) then there is some other foreign jet or UFO up there. Just trying
to be humorous here, but annoyed.

VERY LOUD Jet roaring from Whidbey. Intense, deep, vibrating, pulsating
roar. Very uncomfortable. Can't be outside. 5:20pm. June 29. Mud Bay.
Very loud jet screaming overhead. South Lopez.
9:12PM. It is time for rest... all we hear is jet thunder from Whidbey. A
steady deep beating of the air Roaring noise. Only peace inside is closing
doors & windows, yet it is a fine summer evening when fresh air would be
good. Hostage in our home.
Please stop the jet noise! My head is killing me. My disabled daughter is so
fatigued from the extreme jet noise.
"You again are intentionally inflicting noise and jet exhaust pollution onto
this community which is disruptive and harmful to life's. ACT RESPONSIBLY
WITH CARE AND PROTECT US AND STOP FLYING HERE!!!!! Ken S.
10:02pm. The skies are STILL ROARING from Whidbey. Are they launching
all the jets over and over? What is going on!!! NOISE NOISE NOISE!

Growlers so loud, the walls are shaking and can't go to sleep! So criminal..
pure torture
The Navy Jets again engage in pathological, perverse and destructive
behavior. You impose an absurd and perverse situation on us, incompatible
with the basic conditions of human existence. This is absolutely
unacceptable!!
Trying to do yard work on a nice summer day. While one Growler is
unbearable, 4 in a pattern is doing great harm to our bodies. We had to run
for the house. Will be voting to curtail wasteful spending by U.S. military.
5:19pm, 6/30. South Lopez. Extremely loud screaming and roaring jet
overhead, with a long drawn out roar.
You are intentionally inflicting noise & jet exhaust pollution onto this
community which is disruptive & harmful to life's activities. These are
unnecessary stressors as is the Covid 19 situation. You have no carring for
the local community!
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"2nd night in a row. too loud. too much. Growlers need to be moved.
Shouldn't be flying over residential areas.
9:15pm 6/30. S. Lopez. PTSD on Lopez results from so much experience with
loud zooming growlers overhead that any rumble, such as tonight, causes
anxiety, and a desire to shut doors and windows, and not go outside. Heart
races.
F*** em
F*** em
F*** em
How the F*** is this a thing?!?!? Low flying jets all F***ing night over
residential areas? F*** em. Literally direct flyovers every 2 minutes.
Several single growlers flew over at ear piercing levels, greater than 100
decibels. This is ridiculously hard on our hearing and lives.
The last growler hit 110 decibels. They are really hurting our ears. We also
have to close our windows. This is no way to live. We have been here since
1991 and this has become unbearable.
You impose an absurd and perverse situation on us, incompatible with the
basic conditions of human existence. This is absolutely unacceptable!! Stop
flying here!!!
A lot of ongoing noise and flyovers tonight
All Day.. As well as last night at @10:59PM...
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